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To be tabled.

8. URGENT BUSINESS

9. PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Moved, seconded that the public be excluded from the following parts of
the proceedings of this meeting; namely

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

Confirming of Minutes of the Public Excluded Session of Council
28 January 2014
Receiving of Minutes of Public Excluded Session of the Bluff
Community Board 10 February 2014
Confirming of Minutes of Public Excluded Session of the
Regulator,' Services Committee 18 February 2014
Confirming of Minutes of Public Excluded Session of the
Infrastructure and Services Committee 24 February 2014
Confirming of Minutes of Public Excluded Session of the Finance
and Policy Committee 25 February 2014
Report of the Director of Works and Services

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is
excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter,
and the specific grounds under Section 48(1)(d) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:

General subject of each Reason for passing this Ground(s) under
matter to be considered resolution in relation to Section 48(1) for the

each matter passing of this
resolution

(a) Confirming of
Minutes − Council
28 January 2014

(b) Receiving of Minutes
− Bluff Community
Board 10 February
2014

(c) Confirming of
Minutes −
Regulatory Services
Committee
18 February 2014

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(1)



(d) Confirming of
Minutes −
Infrastructure and
Services Committee
24 February 2014

(e) Confirming of
Minutes − Finance
and Policy
Committee
25 February 2014

(f) Esk Street Parking

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Section 7(2)(1)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(1)





TO: COUNCIL

FROM: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

MEETING DATE: TUESDAY 4 MARCH

YOUTH COUNCIL REPORT

Report Prepared by: Mary Napper − Community Development Officer

SUMMARY

The Invercargill Youth Council will not be present at the Council meeting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the report be received.

IMPLICATIONS

1. Has this been provided for in the Long Term Plan/Annual Plan?
n/a

2. Is a budget amendment required?
n/a

3. Is this matter significant in terms of Council's Policy on Significance?
n/a

4. Implications in terms of other Council Strategic Documents or Council Policy?
n/a

5. Have the views of affected or interested persons been obtained and is any further
public consultation required?
n/a

6 Has the Child Youth and Family Friendly Policy been considered?
Yes

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2014 YOUTH COUNCIL

The Youth Council has begun the year with 20 members representing five Invercargill
secondary schools. Three members represent the youth population who have left school
and are in training and employment. A team building session was held on 19 February.
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE INVERCARGILL CITY COUNCIL HELD IN THE
COUNCIL CHAMBER, FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 101 ESK

STREET, INVERCARGILL, ON TUESDAY 28 JANUARY 2014 AT 4.00 PM

PRESENT: His Worship the Mayor Mr T R Shadbolt
Cr D J Ludlow − Deputy Mayor
CrR LAbbott
Cr R R Amundsen
Cr K F Arnold
Cr N D Boniface
Cr A G Dennis
Cr I L Esler
CrPWKett
Cr G D Lewis
Cr I R Pottinger
Cr G J Sycamore
Cr L S Thomas

IN ATTENDANCE: Mr R W King − Chief Executive Officer
Mrs P M Gare − Director of Environmental and Planning Services
Mr D J Johnston − Director of Finance and Corporate Services
Mrs M Short − Corporate Planner
Mr R Pearson − Roading Manager
Mr S Ridden − Corporate Services Manager
Mr P Homer − Assets and Southland Museum and Art Gallery
Manager
Ms M Napper − Community Development Manager
Ms B Kean − Licensing Inspector
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

APOLOGIES

Nil.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

2.1 Breathing Space Trust— Homelessness in Invercargill

Captain Perry Bray and Leslie Soper were in attendance to speak to this Item.

Captain Bray took the meeting through a PowerPoint Presentation, copies of
which are available from Secretarial Services.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. Since arriving in Invercargill, the dozen or so people that were in the
Salvation Army home were moved on to other accommodation, but it's just
the ongoing people that are either coming into the city and have nowhere to
go or other people who have been flying under the radar.



There are people who are going from one place to another and the likes of
the Haven is another building that's been used as a hostel in some regard,
and other accommodations that are only ever going to be short−term
accommodation, so it's not a permanent long−term option. It's the whole
thing of where to from here and there are about half a dozen of those people
at any one stage.

2. We are looking at getting people on−board in a voluntary capacity initially and
then looking towards starting it of as part of the Trust formation just in the
first instance, getting in there and then looking at what we can do in the
environment. We don't want to have people staying for longer periods. If we
can't assist them over a three to four day period, then obviously they don't
want the assistance that we are offering them, and that's part of the process
going forward.

3. We are just going through the process where we are looking at what is
happening in other areas to give us an idea of costs involved. Once we have
those cost we'll be able to get an idea of the funding needed, but we just
wanted to put it on the table for Council to look at so that Council is aware of
it going forward.

4. There will always be people who don't want any assistance and it's usually
the people who have drug and alcohol problems.

5. We want to provide a shelter so that we can get these people in the system,
so to speak and put some support in place to ensure they are receiving the
assistance they need. The people we've been dealing, with we have found
them more permanent accommodation.

6. We have taken people in for a couple of nights before we can point them in
the right direction to receive the assistance they need.

7. It works out to be 50/50 which is surprising because we were under the
impression that it was predominately male.

8. Some people do receive a benefit, but a lot of people do not receive a benefit
because they have no ID, bank account or permanent address. Nationally
the cost of living has increased and continues to increase which affects a lot
of people.

His Worship the Mayor thanked Captain Perry Bray and Leslie Soper for their
submission.

2.2 EECA Submission to Council

Ben Dunbar−Smith and Robert Linterman were in attendance to speak to this
Item.

Robert Linterman took the meeting through a PowerPoint Presentation, copies of
which are available from Secretarial Services.
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In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. In relation to the 7%, the way it works is that the Council borrows money at a
relatively good interest rate which could be somewhere between 4.5% and
5.5%, and then there's an additional 1% added to cover the administration
costs of running the scheme within the Council. Therefore the Council does
not have to dig into its pocket to support any costs associated with the
programme.

2. In the last 12 months the average of insulating a house has been around
$3,250 for ceiling insulation and underfloor insulation and you may get a hot
water cylinder wrap or some draft proofing, particularly in this area we've
seen a lot of ground vapour barrier. It's a polythene barrier that's laid on the
ground underneath the house and stops the moisture rising from the ground
and getting into the house. Dampness is one of the key components of
respiratory illness. That increases the cost in this region which is around
$3,500 to $4,000 because of the ground vapour barrier.

3. The home owner can do this under a voluntary targeted rate scheme but it's
going to push the price up. $3,900 is the limit that we've recommended to
most councils, otherwise you can end up to $10,000 of debt accrued and you
wouldn't want to be in that position.

4. We've had all the legal opinions, we've created the process and we have the
forms which have been done by Mr Dunbar−Smith. He's been running this
throughout the country with councils and we are very happy to assist
wherever we can.

5. What we've done with other councils around the country is they have
accepted service providers who have been EECA service providers in the
past. That creates a level of comfort for councils on who is doing the work to
ensure the quality is up to standard. Part of that is we will continue to carry
out auditing to ensure that we keep those people on the straight and arrow in
terms of the work they are delivering.

6. The key thing for us is that the job needs to be done properly and we
recommend that it's done via one of our recommended service providers so
that we know the job is done correctly. You may as well do it once and do it
right, than think you've done it right and don't enjoy the benefit of it.

7. We have thought about the issue of someone not paying, but I don't think
we've had a situation with the 18,500 homes around the country where a
home owner has not paid. The interesting thing is that often if the rates are
in arrears the Council generally writes to the mortgage holder to advise them
that their clients rates are in arrears and then they will generally top up the
rate and tack onto the mortgage to protect their own position.

8. New Plymouth have been running for about a year. They have about
220 homes. We don't know the number of houses that are left to be
insulated in Invercargill and you may find the demand is bigger here than it is
in New Plymouth.

Cr Thomas asked if Mr Johnston envisaged any problems looking after this
scheme and Mr Johnston said there were some issues around targeted rates
that would need to be investigated further. He had not spoken to other councils
that were involved in it at this stage.
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His Worship the Mayor thanked Mr Linterman for their submission and said that
Council would investigate and discuss this scheme further.

3. MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF COUNCIL HELD ON 10 DECEMBER 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the minutes be
approved.

4. NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE URBAN REJUVENATION GOVERNANCE
SUB−COMMITTEE HELD ON 12 NOVEMBER 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the minutes
be received.

5. NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE URBAN REJUVENATION GOVERNANCE
SUB−COMMITTEE HELD ON 10 DECEMBER 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the minutes
be received.

6. NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SHARED SERVICES FORUM HELD ON
21 JUNE 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Sycamore and RESOLVED that the minutes
be received.

7. NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SHARED SERVICES FORUM HELD ON
27 SEPTEMBER 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Sycamore and RESOLVED that the minutes
be received.

8. NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SHARED SERVICES FORUM HELD ON
16 DECEMBER 2013

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Sycamore and RESOLVED that the minutes
be received.

9. SHARED SERVICES ACTION SHEET

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Sycamore and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

10. REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

The reports had been circulated.
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10.1

10.2

"Homelessness" in the City

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Thomas and RESOLVED that the report be
received,

AND THAT

Council's support of an emergency accommodation/shelter service be included
in the Draft Annual Plan for public input.

Policy on the Appointment and Remuneration of Directors

Mr King took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answer was given:

The Invercargill City Holdings Limited appointments must be recommended
and decided by Council. Under the old system, the same Committee that
interviewed the Invercargill City Holdings Limited Directors did that for
Electricity Invercargill Limited as well. They then recommended to Council
and Council recommended to Invercargill City Holdings Limited, so
Invercargill City Holdings Limited still made that appointment. The real
change is who conducts the interview.

Moved Cr Sycamore, seconded Cr Dennis that the Independent Council
Appointments Committee recommends the Invercargill City Holdings Limited
Directors to Council for approval and the same Appointments Panel
recommends to Invercargill City Holdings Limited the Councillors for Electricity
Invercargill Limited.

With the consent of the mover and seconder Mr King re−worded the
recommendation as follows:

Moved Cr Sycamore, seconded Cr Dennis that:

That the Policy be amended to provide,
Committee recommends to Council, elected
Board of Invercargill City Holdings Limited;

AND THAT

that Council's Appointments
member appointees to the

The same Council Appointments Committee recommends direct to Invercargill
City Holdings Limited, elected member appointees to the Board of Electricity
Invercargill Limited.

2. Under Terms of Appointments for Directors of Invercargill City Holdings
Limited, Council amends the Policy, by specifically stating that Directors be
appointed for a three year term or hold office until Invercargill City Holdings
limited had determined a recommendation from the Appointments
Committee.

3. Under Term of Appointments for Directors of Electricity Invercargill Limited,
Council amends the Policy by specifically stating that Directors be appointed
for a three year term or hold office until Council had determined a
recommendation from the Appointments Committee.
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In response to further questions, the following answer was given:

The Invercargill City Holdings Limited Constitution states that of up to eight
Directors, at least two must be independent Directors. We structure all
Directorships across all the companies so that we have Directors coming up
every year for re−appointment so that we don't have three Directors coming
off at one year but it gives it that continuity of positions for every Board.
There is that risk with the Invercargill City Holdings Limited Company with
the five Directors, where three of them were up for renewal in one term and
the other two were staggered over the next two years, but I'm not sure how
you can mitigate against that risk.

Cr Arnold said it should be added to the Policy, that Council's intention was that
Councillors were appointed for the three year term of the Council term so that it
was clear and concise in the document.

Cr Sycamore said it was clear because in the case where Cr Arnold referred to,
there would be a vacancy created and the Councillor appointed would fill that
vacancy, so the term of the position with regards to filling the position would
expire at the next election. He said that was stated in the Company Constitution.

Cr Pottinger asked Cr Boniface if the succession risk was of concern, and
Cr Boniface said he had been concerned about it for quite some time as there
could be three of the five Directors gone overnight.

Cr Pottinger said it was something worth noting that the Audit and Risk
Committee looked at provisions that could be taken up in case that happens so
that Council was clear on what to do if it did happen.

Cr Sycamore said the Constitution of Invercargill City Holdings was clear that the
number of Directors could be between four and eight and he was sure that the
Directors would be fully aware of the problems that may arise in that situation.
They would have the power to appoint additional Directors, in other words they
could re−appoint one of the retiring Councillors to carry on for one or two years to
allow the new Directors to get familiar with their duties as a Director. He did not
see it as a problem.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

11. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF WORKS AND SERVICES

The report had been circulated and Mr Pearson took the meeting through it.

11.1 Funding Assistance Rates Review

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Abbott and RESOLVED that the report be
received,

AND THAT

The Infrastructure and Services Committee considers and makes a submission
on this NZTA Funding Assistance Rate Review.
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12. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND PLANNING
SERVICES

The reports had been circulated.

12.1 Makarewa Country Club − Class 4 Gaming Licence

Mrs Gare took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Abbott that the Council acknowledges the
inconsistent decision and endorses the decision made by Council staff.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. I can't give you the exact numbers, but the license indicates that it's less than
250 members.

2. The delay in this matter not identified earlier than last November is not our
responsibility. The Internal Affairs Department monitors it.

3. Once the Liquor License expires then they must start the process again and
apply for a new license. The Council tracks that very closely.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

Note: Cr Esler voted against the recommendation.

12.2 Draft Local Alcohol Policy

Mrs Gare took the meeting through the report.

Cr Ludlow said it was a starting point for community discussions and reflected
the changes in alcohol legislation. The community now has a substantial say in
how alcohol regulations work in their area. He did not want to pre−judge what
they had to say and as Mrs Gare said, there were different organisations that
have different points of view. The One Way Door Policy was an issue and there
were varying viewpoints on this proposal. He wanted to hear what comes back
in a form of submissions.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. The legislation requires us to go out with a draft Policy and in developing this
Policy with the three councils there has been extensive pre−consultation. We
acknowledge that not everyone that we have consulted with agrees with this.
This is the view that the people who developed the Policy and the Committee
felt comfortable with for going out to consult on. It's open for submissions.

2. We have written the proposed Policy in consultation with stakeholder groups.
This is a joint Policy and it was of those few times that we have come
together with the two District Councils to try and come up with a regional
wide approach.

We are looking at that shared services philosophy and it was no different to
any other policy that Council has put out for consultation.
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3. The law has changed and we need to reflect the change from the Sale and
Supply of Liquor and now the Sale and Supply of Alcohol, so the
requirements of the Policy have changed and we have to change with it. The
last recommendation on Page 174, if there was an issue that goes across
the local authorities, the three councils will pay a third each. If there's an
appeal only in the Invercargill portion of the Policy, Council will pay all the
legal costs. On Page 191, the Medical Officer of Health provided us with
information. A lot of the statistics that we get from the Medical Officer of
Health are Southland−wide and they can't extrapolate that out for Invercargill
and whether you have a Licensing Trust or not. We have to consult the
Medical Officer of Health and the Police. It's fair to say that none of the
parties who were consulted got exactly what they wanted in this Policy. It
was a joint Policy with some compromises and that is what we will be putting
out to the community for consultation to see what the submissions say.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Abbott and RESOLVED that Council adopts the
draft Local Alcohol Policy (Appendix2) and any amendments that may be made
by the Gore and Southland District Councils with respect to matters in those
districts, and the Summary of Information (Appendix 1) for purposes of public
consultation with the submission period being 22 February 2014 until 5.00 pm on
24 March 2014,

AND THAT

Council resolves to join with the Gore and Southland District Councils to create a
Combined Local Alcohol Policy Committee with a membership of 12, made up of
four Councillors from each of the three Councils,

AND THAT

Council nominates four Councillors to be on the Committee,

AND THAT

Council resolves to delegate its functions and powers under Part 2, Sub Part 2 of
the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 to the Combined Local Alcohol Policy
Committee with the exception of the Councils discretion under Section 88,

AND THAT

Council resolves to delegate to the Combined Local Alcohol Policy Committee
the power to set its own procedure, quorum and rules relating to the appointment
of a Chairperson or persons,

AND THAT

Council resolves to cover the costs of Council's representatives on the
Combined Local Alcohol Policy Committee, and one third of the administration or
any other costs associated with meetings of the Committee,

AND THAT



Council resolves to pay one third of any legal costs of appeals that relate to
premises or issues in all three boundaries of the Gore District Council,
Invercargill City Council and Southland District Council and to pay all legal costs
of any appeal that relates to premises or issues solely within the boundary of the
Invercargill City Council.

Note: Cr Dennis abstained from voting.

Cr Ludlow said it would make sense to have the District Licensing Committee
members on the panel. There were already four people that had put their names
forward and had undergone training under the current Act.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Abbott and RESOLVED that Cr Ludlow,
Cr Abbott, Cr Amundsen and Cr Sycamore be members of the Combined Local
Alcohol Policy Committee.

Note: Cr Dennis abstained from voting.

13. MAYOR'S REPORT

The report was tabled.

Moved His Worship the Mayor, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the
report be received.

14. URGENT BUSINESS

Mr King informed the meeting of an Item to be raised under Urgent Business in
Public Excluded Session.

Moved His Worship the Mayor, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that the
matter in relation to "Kennington Noise" be taken under Urgent Business in
Public Excluded Session.

15. COUNCIL IN PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Moved His Worship the Mayor, seconded Cr and RESOLVED that the public be
excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, with the
exceptions of Ray Fife (Chairman of Bluff Community Board) and Gloria
Henderson (Bluff Community Board Member), namely:

(a) Confirming of Minutes of the Public Excluded Session of Council
10 December 2013

(b) Receiving of Minutes of the Public Excluded Session of the Shared
Services Forum 21 June 2013

(c) Receiving of Minutes of the Public Excluded Session of the Shared
Services Forum 16 December 2013

(d) Report of the Director of Finance and Corporate Services
(e) Report of the Chief Executive
(f) Report of the Director of Environmental and Planning Services



The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded,
the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific
grounds under Section 48(1)(d) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:

General subject of
each matter to be
considered

(a) Confirming of
Minutes −
Council
10 December
2013

(b) Confirming
Minutes
Shared
Services
Forum 21
2013

of

June

(c) Confirming of
Minutes −
Share Services
Forum
16 December
2013

(d) Bluff Service
and Library
Relocation

(e) Bluff Oyster
Festival

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each matter

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Ground(s) under
Section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(1)

Section 7(2)(i)



(0 Kennington Enable any local Section 7(2)(1)
Noise authority holding the

information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE BLUFF COMMUNITY BOARD HELD IN THE BLUFF
SENIOR CITIZENS ASSOCIATION, 10 ONSLOW STREET, BLUFF ON MONDAY

10 FEBRUARY 2014 AT 7.00 PM

PRESENT: Mr R Fife (Chair)
Mrs W Glassey
Mrs G Henderson
Mr G A Laidlaw
Mrs P Young
Cr R R Amundsen

IN ATTENDANCE: Cr D J Ludlow
Mrs P M Gare − Director of Environmental and Planning Services
Mr J Youngson − Manager Environmental Health Services
Mr T Boylan − Planning Manager
Mr R Pearson − Roading Manager
Mr R Pagan − Parks Manager
Mr S Ridden − Manager Corporate Services
Mr S Tonkin − Manager Building Regulation Services
Mrs H Williams − Service Centre Manager
Mrs N Allan − Assistant Manager Bluff Service Centre
Mr L Beer − Bluff Publicity/Promotions Officer
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

APOLOGY

Cr I L Esler.

Moved W Glassey, seconded G Henderson and RESOLVED that the apology
be accepted.

Moved W Glassey, seconded G Laidlaw and RESOLVED that the Minutes of
the Public Excluded Session held on 18 November 2013 be taken under Urgent
Items in the Public Excluded Session.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

2.1 Omaui Landcare Group

John Collins and Malcolm Loan were in attendance to speak to this Item.

Mr Collins and Mr Loan tabled the Strategy Document January 2014 and took
the meeting through it, copies of which are available from Secretarial Services.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

We have a member on the Trust Board. They provide some financial
assistance and as we apply for further funding we expect that they will offer
assistance with what projects we have. The main benefits we get out of
being part of that Trust is funding and the expertise that they have.

2. We would expect funding applications to be made for separate projects.



3. We are using the same baits and are looking at a poisoning programme
which is likely to be 1080, although we've got a lot more work to be done in
terms of consultation. The Strategy document does talk about 1080 and it is
different to what the Bluff Hill Trust has got in place. Our timing is quite
fortunate in that the Department of Conservation has announced over the
last week that it will use 1080 within conservation areas. I'm not sure as to
what extent we can piggy−back on that but we do have some positive
feedback from the Department of Conservation Officers that they want to
support our initiative.

3

4.

4.1

4.2

5.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

4. We only have preliminary costs at this stage and I don't think we want to get
into what the costings are because we have been relying on the Department
of Conservation developing those for us. They have given us some
preliminary estimates but we're not in a position to bring those out. That will
come soon as part of the consultation process and we are expecting the
optimum time will be in the spring, so we're working on the consultation
process and funding application.

The Chairman thanked Mr Loan and Mr Collins for their presentation to the
Board and said they were doing a good job. He congratulated them on what
they had done and said the Board would offer what support it could in achieving
their goals.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 18 NOVEMBER 2013

Moved G Henderson, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the
minutes be approved as a true and accurate record.

MATTERS ARISING

Workshop on Standing Orders

The Chairperson thanked
Orders, held on 20 January
lot from it.

Christmas Function

Mr King for facilitating a Workshop on Standing
It was very informative and the Board had learnt a

The Chairperson said the Christmas Function was well attended and everybody
enjoyed the evening. He thanked everybody who made it a success.

REPORT OF THE BLUFF PUBLICITY/PROMOTIONS OFFICER

The report had been circulated and Mr Beer took the meeting through it.

Bluff Oyster and Food Festival Funding Applications

Bluff "Where the Journey Begins" Brochure

Bluff Events Calendar

Southland Express

Bluff 2014 Entrance Project
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Mr Beer informed the meeting on a matter that was not included in the report in
relation to the Up & Over Bluff Hill Grunt. He said they had been talking to
various bodies, including Sport Southland about possible dates for this event
and with the Mountain Bike Club about combining one of their events with this
event. They were still continuing with discussions about this event and hoped to
have some positive news about it in the next couple of months.

In response to questions, the following answer was given:

1. Our website is www.bluff.co.nz.

2. The dates for the Up & Over Bluff Hill Grunt has not been confirmed yet but
it has been suggested that it could possibly be held on 8 November 2014.

Moved P Young, seconded G Laidlaw and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

6. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF WORKS AND SERVICES

The report had been circulated.

6.1 Bluff Tour of Inspection

Mr Pearson took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. Mr Peter Robinson is the Senior Network Manager Otago Southland from
NZTA who manages the state highway area and he looks after highways
through to Milford. He is the person who controls and manages the area in
Bluff and his consultants are OPUS who carry out engineering works,
evaluations or traffic count programmes etc.

2. I would have liked to be able to give you a detailed technical explanation in
relation to changing the speed limit signs for that area, and I will try and get
him (Peter Robinson) to attend a future Board meeting so that the Board can
voice their concerns.

3. All the streets that we are planning to seal are shown on the map.

4. The Council is responsible for mowing up to the boundary and then beyond
that it's the property owner's responsibility and in this case it's South Port's
responsibility. The foreshore comes up quite a long way into there so we
are maintaining up to the edge of that boundary. From a roading
perspective our responsibility is to maintain the verge up to a certain point
and beyond that it's hard to maintain due to rocks and the like. It's not
necessarily our responsibility, but I understand that it is important who
actually maintains the foreshore.

5. We have spoken to South Port but we've never had much success in
encouraging them to have a look along Foreshore Road where the footpath
is and clearing it. Before the last Oyster and Food Festival we were
convinced by the previous Board to tidy the area by topping the grass.
Unless it is the Council's responsibility we try and look for somebody else
(those responsible) to do it. We will go back to South Port but it's that grey
area between who owns what and who is responsible for it.
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I understand from a Board's perspective that you want it done, but at the
end of the day, we are struggling with having enough funding to do it. In the
past the Periodic Detention people have been used to assist in those areas,
but there are times when organising those teams to do it can be difficult.

6. My fundamental problem is when the budget runs out I can't do the work
that needs to be done. We do mow quite a few sections in Bluff for
whatever historical reasons, I do wonder if that might be better spent to clear
those sections of the visible foreshore or along the highway you have
concerns about. We mow about the same number of sections in Bluff as we
do in Invercargill as a whole so when we look at the number of properties in
Bluff, there's quite a significant number mowed in comparison. I'm not trying
to push away the problem but perhaps we need refocus on what we actually
do and what the Board wants the Council to work on. I am happy to work
with the Board on that.

7. What I would like to do is put some of the things on this list in a different
order and to try and complete some. For instance, we can clear the sumps
and then about two days later after a storm it needs cleared again. It's a
matter of talking it through with the Board to try and identify when it finishes
and how to agree to remove them for the list.

8. The sumps get cleaned six monthly and that's when they "clean out" the
boxes. There is generally no need for them to be cleared any more
frequently than that because they have a lot of storage inside them. If
anybody does see a sump that needs cleared you need to ring the Council
and tell us.

9. We would like householders, as good community citizens to mow their
frontage. We own the frontage and if they don't mow it then we will come
and mow it. We do that three times a year so it's not terribly aesthetic
looking. We would be happy to mow all of Bluff, however it will incur or
require a special rate from the residents to achieve that. To be fair we get
around 9% compliance across the whole of the city where people want to
mow their frontages and it's hard on the 90% who don't.

10. My understanding is that it's an old historical agreement (relating to the
mowing of frontages) prior to the formation of one city amalgamation and a
number of those areas were mown by the Bluff Borough Council. I'm more
than happy to cease that action and put the money spent somewhere else if
you want to do that, but my point is we mow as many sections in Bluff as we
do in Invercargill. I am more than happy to work with the Board to approach
those people and be supported by the Board by having a Board member to
come along and knock on the door with a Council staff member. We can get
a lot more traction that way.

Moved W Glassey, seconded G Henderson and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

6.2 Bluff Hill

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.



In response to questions, the following answers were given:

The pine trees do soak up a lot of water and we are hoping in time that
when get the native vegetation it will do that as well. You will always have
that even if the pine trees were planted again you will be waiting 15 years for
them to get to a size that it would start taking water out and then another 15
years at the most, or less than that, and you'll be felling the trees down and
starting again.

2. When we look at the drainage we'll be making sure those contours are right
and we keep them serviced. We can't do anything underground unless we
know where there's water or if we knew there was a spring somewhere, we
may be able to tap into that. If we knew where it's coming from we can try
and convert it. We are trying to cut it off and obviously attempts have been
made in the past to try and cut it off by installing those contours. These
drains will only be affected when we have really heavy water. Most of your
water problems are the ones that go in, hit that rock material and then move
under the ground and then come out where it's broken somewhere.

3. We've had some staff down several times at Lagan Street when it's raining
to see if there's a definite path where water is coming from.

4. The only ditches up there are the water races and they are going to be
GPS'd and the ones on the far side of the hill has had some work done
where Bond Contracts reinstated those. Some on this side of the hill still
have to be reinstated, but some of those ones that need to be reinstated are
from the slope that's going over the other side of the hill and not coming
back towards Lagan Street. Those races will be reinstated but more for
historic reasons than anything. It's not our intention to drain the hill. Bluff
Hill has been cleared many times and regrown. Unless the Board wants put
in a submission and change the policy on native vegetation, if the hill is
completely drained that will change the whole ecology of the hill and make it
a dry area as opposed to the natural wet area that it is.

5. The rabbit population is massive in all the urban environments but it doesn't
meet the economic importance from Environment Southland's point of view
to tip the scale. Currently Environment Southland can't tell us how to solve
that problem. We have monitored some of the plants we've had before and
we've had really good success rates in a lot of the areas, and there may
have to be some pest control but it's very limiting to what we can do
because it's a public area. Some of the methods we've used in the past are
less acceptable but it's something we will have to take on board.

6. We have implemented fire banks several years ago, particularly in Lagan
Street, where the trees were almost touching the houses as they were
planted right up the back boundary. We went and took a strip of the pine
trees out around there before the felling. That was to give some relief if
there was a fire on Bluff Hill. There are no fire banks there and the area
around the back of the neighbouring property will be kept opened and there
will be tracks around there so that we continue to spray the gorse and clean
out the ditches. From the back of Lagan Street and Pierce Street there's
access in some of that area and that's relatively cleared across the back of
those sections. That's why we don't want to get a lot of vegetation planted
in that area and as far as the Marae, it virtually finishes there from our point
of view because it becomes private land beyond the Marae.
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Moved G Laidlaw, seconded G Henderson and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

7

7.1

7.2

7.3

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

The report was tabled and the Chairman took the meeting through it.

2014 Bluff Community Board Bursary

The Chairman informed the meeting that there was a very high standard of
applicants for the 2014 Bluff Community Board Bursary with three bursaries
awarded as follows:

Kaukiterangi Blair who is studying towards Health and Science Degree at
Otago University.

• Bonnie−Bell O'Donoghue who is studying towards a Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology and Education at Otago University

• Riki Nyhon who is studying towards a Bachelor of Commerce − Majoring in
Information Science at Otago University.

He said of the previous recipients, one had been renewed and the other two
would be renewed subject to receiving satisfactory results. He wanted it noted
that Dr Michael Stevens was awarded a grant through the Marsden Fund, to
carry out research on regional histories of Maori economics and transnational
linkages. His case study would be Bluff from year 1800−2000 and would focus
strongly on the interplay between economics, place, and community formation.

Moved R Fife, seconded W Glassey and RESOLVED that the three recipients
of the 2014 Bluff Community Board Bursary Award be approved.

Commemoration of the Sinking of the HMS Neptune

The Chairman informed the meeting that Board members attended a ceremony
at the Bluff Maritime Museum to commemorate the 72w' Anniversary of the
sinking of the HMS Neptune which lost all but one of their crew. The Board laid
a wreath at the Memorial at the Museum.

Bluff Water Distribution Upgrade

The Chairman said he spoke to Alister Murray, Water Services Manager who
informed him that some lower areas in Bluff needed to have undersized
galvanised pot work removed and replaced with 100 mm diameter watermain.
Approval had been given for Doyle and Gore Streets north of Suir Street and
the balance of the other streets would be going out for competitive tender to
ensure a good price. They hoped to have the work completed by the end of
April and then look at commissioning the two pressure zone systems and
engage in the stage of investigating and repairing the leaky hill reservoir. He
said not a lot had changed since the last Board meeting, but work was slowly
moving ahead.
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7.4 Bluff Tour of Inspection

The Chairman informed the meeting that he was looking at scheduling the Bluff
Tour of Inspection on Wednesday 12 March with the date and time to be
confirmed.

7.5 Omaui Hill Track

The Chairman said that Cr Esler spoke on this matter at a previous meeting.
The Omaui Track Trust would be putting together a funding document for this
project which included ten letters of support which was to construct a track from
the Omaui Scenic Reserve to the top of Omaui Hill. The track would then loop
down the hill on the eastern side and re−join the main track at around the
halfway point up the hill. Cr Esler was requesting a letter of support from the
Board for this project to go ahead.

Moved G Laidlaw, seconded P Young and RESOLVED that a letter of support
be provided to the Omaui Track Trust to set up a walking track in the Omaui
Reserve project on behalf of the Board.

7.6 Bluff 2024 Rejuvenation Trust Letter

The Chairman informed the meeting that the Board had received a letter from
the Bluff 2024 Rejuvenation Trust in relation to the speed limit being reduced to
70 km/h on state highway as discussed earlier by Mr Pearson, due to the fact
that it was a safety issue. This matter would be investigated further as
Mr Pearson had reported earlier.

Moved R Fife, seconded W Glassey and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The report had been circulated.

Moved G Henderson, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the report
be received.

9. URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.

10. PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Moved W Glassey, seconded P Young and RESOLVED that the public be
excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:

(a) Confirmation of Minutes of Public Excluded Session of Meeting held on
18 November 2014
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The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is
excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and
the specific grounds under Section 48(1)(d) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as
follows:

General subject of Reason for passing Ground(s) under
each matter to be this resolution in Section 48(1) for the
considered relation to each matter passing of this

resolution

(a) Minutes of To protect the privacy of Section 7(2)(a)
Meeting held natural persons,
18 November including that of
2014 deceased natural

persons
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY SERVICES COMMITTEE HELD IN THE
COUNCIL CHAMBER, FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 101 ESK

STREET, INVERCARGILL ON MONDAY 17 FEBRUARY 2014 AT 4.00 PM

PRESENT: His Worship the Mayor Mr T R Shadbolt (from 4.15 pm)
Cr R L Abbott (Chair)
Cr P W Kett (Deputy Chair)
Cr R R Amundsen
Cr N D Boniface
Cr I L Esler
CrG D Lewis
Cr R Currie − Environment Southland

IN ATTENDANCE: Cr L S Thomas
Mr C A McIntosh − Director of Works and Services
Mr T Thompson − Manager Pools
Mrs M Foster − Manager Library and Archives
Ms M Napper − Community Development Manager
Mr E Cook − Senior Traffic Management Officer
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

APOLOGIES

His Worship the Mayor Mr T R Shadbolt for lateness.

Moved Cr Kett, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the apology be
accepted

2. PUBLIC FORUM

Nil.

3. MONITORING OF SERVICE PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

3.1 Levels of Service

3.1.1 Community Development

3.1.2 Passenger Transport

3.1.3 Pools

3.1.4 Libraries and Archives

3.1.5 Housing Care Service

Cr Abbott said with regard to Item 3.1.1, in relation to the Neighbourhood
Support Programme graphs, he wanted it noted that the index of colours at the
bottom of the graphs was very hard to read for future reference.
In response to questions, staff gave the following answers:
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1. The drop off in November/December numbers is traditionally to do with the
end of Learn to Swim and the ILT Swim Programme that they run at the
pools. It increases in December because of the holiday programme.

2. We were faced with a number of challenges in the last period and biggest
one is the plumbing failure we had, but I am very happy to say that staff
were able to resolve the issue quickly.

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Lewis that the report be received.

Cr Abbott wanted to mention the quality of the reports from the Managers. The
reports were very comprehensive and detailed showing initiatives for marketing
and promotion. He wanted it recorded that the Committee appreciates the
reporting procedures and thanked the Directorate for the good work they carried
out.

Cr Thomas asked for an update on the skateboard park and Ms Napper said
they met with the young people on 23 December and they signed off on the
Plan. They thanked the Development team which was great. They had hoped
that work would be starting on the skateboard park in late January, however the
contractors had some extra problems in Christchurch with a current project.
They were due to start on the skateboard park in the next couple of weeks and
she was following it up with Engineering Services. They were hoping that if
weather permitted and with extra people working on the project that it would be
completed within the timeframe and open in late May.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

4. MONITORING OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

4.1 Community Development

4.2 Housing Care

4.3 Library and Archives

4.4 Passenger Transport

4.5 Pools

4.6 Financial Summary

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that the report be
received.



5. OTHER BUSINESS

The report had been circulated.

5.1 Report of the Chief Executive

5.1 .1 Sub−Committee Minutes

Safer Invercargill Sub−Committee

Cr Abbott suggested that the letters from concerned citizens that were tabled at
the meeting in relation to issues with fireworks be included in the next Council
Agenda.

Note: His Worship the Mayor joined the meeting at 4.15 pm.

The Committee discussed the fireworks issue at large. After discussions it was
agreed that at the end of the day the sale of fireworks was a national legislation
and it was out of Council's hands. The matter would be put out to the public to
see what their views were.

Moved Cr Abbott, seconded Cr Esler and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

Child, Youth and Family Friendly Sub−Committee

Moved Cr Kett, seconded Cr Boniface and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

5.1.2 Communities Leading Change

Ms Napper took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED the report be
received.

5.2 Report of the Director of Works and Services

5.2.1 Passenger Transport

Mr Cook took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, Mr Cook gave the following answers:

1. It's good to have a target to indicate when we're getting close to our required
number of shelters.

2. We are still having issues with some residents not wanting bus shelters
outside their properties. It's a matter of trying to work through it with the
residents and explaining the advantages for having bus shelters for our Bus
Service. We are also looking at alternatives and working through them
going forward.

His Worship the Mayor said he had been looking at why there was so much
pressure on Council in terms of fare box recovery. It seemed that a lot of public
transport funding was going into a free trip from Auckland to Waihi who received
$18 million per year.
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There were only two cities in New Zealand with an off−shore island that had a
regular ferry service and that was Auckland and Invercargill. He said if Council
could not fight them on the farebox issue, maybe Council should look at a free
trip to Stewart Island on the same basis. He could not see any reason why that
could not be investigated and he wanted to let the Committee know that he was
considering a play in Parliament on that issue.

Moved Cr Abbott, seconded Cr Boniface and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

6. URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.

There being no further business the meeting closed at 4.30 pm.
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Dear Lindsay, I wish to voice my concerns about the fireworks. they have gone off in
my area (203 Tramway road) every night since the 2nd of November. They would
have gone off on the 1st but the weather was bad.
Last night they are still letting them off. I have two reasons, I go to bed abut
9.30/10.00 and that's the time they start letting them off. I have a heart condition
and it gives ma a fright. Also have two cats. I can keep them inside on Guy Fawkes
night but it just keeps going on.
What can I do towards getting a public display / participation on or around the
5th for 1 night only?
with no fireworks sold to the public?
Yours Sincerely,
Susan Tairi
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r reading that you were willing to have people send their complaints to you in last
weeks Southland Express (the story about a lady's window broken by fireworks), I am
hoping you can do something to help people and pets who do not want domestic
fireworks anymore.

After living in Australia (Perth) for 6 years... where it is illegal to sell/buy/use
fireworks... and then bringing my dog back last December, these last 10 nights have
been awful. Yes... 10 nights, they are still letting them off around where we live, in
Newfield.
I thought this was illegal? I thought they were only allowed to let them off on Guy
Fawkes night? There seems to be no control around the use of domestic fireworks?

They started the night of Saturday 2nd, when they first went on sale. Tues 5th was
definitely the worst night, but this last weekend has also been bad. Every night since
Saturday 2nd has had our household upset, with my partner and I having to try and
comfort a two year old, a cat and a VERY distressed dog. It sounds like there have
been bombs and guns going off right around our house, they are sporadic and
frightening. They have been going off throughout the night, making it difficult to
sleep, resulting in a very unhappy household.

We have tried everything to try and calm the dog down, even taking him out walking
on the first night of sales/explosions. He managed to feel secure with us as big bangs
were going off in front of him... until it started again the next night, and the night after
that etc etc. We have taken him to sit just outside the front door with us to watch
them, he barks a lot and then the neighbours look at us funny (yet they are the ones
letting off fireworks and scaring animals/children), he has watched them through the
window while inside the house.... it's not good enough when he is constantly on high
alert and scared shitless of where the next bangs are going to come from.
Not only do I worry about my own pets and children, but I hear all the other distressed
animals in the neighbourhood, and I know we are not far from paddocks on the
outskirts of town where there is livestock.
Living in Australia, they properly and clearly advertise the fact fireworks displays are
going to be on so people can protect pets as well as possible, and the big grand
displays are so much better than lots of little domestic set ups, there's no way people
can not know when they are on (due to proper advertising/warnings).
Maybe people who want to waste money on domestic fireworks could pay a fee to go
and see a large display somewhere once domestic fireworks are banned? Like out at
Teretonga or somewhere away from the huge amount of people who don't want them
domestically!
We've had an absolute gutsfull of domestic fireworks. I also know many of my friends
and co workers feel the same way.
How can we get something done about stopping them?If there is any way you can
help, or if there is a local petition that I have not been able to find, my friends and I
would be very eager to know.

Regards,

Melanie Knight
0279346658
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Original Message
From: lillian whitfield
To: lindsay.a@xtra.co.nz
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:55 PM
Subject: Fw: Fireworks / & ATTENTION CR ABBOTT PLEASE

Original Message
From: lillian whitfield
To: serviceicc.govtnz
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 12:01 PM
Subject: Fireworks I & ATTENTION CR ABBOTT PLEASE

41 Galway Street
P0 Box 5042, Waikiwi
Invercargill 9843

Attention Cr R L Abbott, Safer Invercargill Committee

Dear Cr Abbott

WCOU401V#

Page 1 ofAs

per my recent telephone conversation with you, and as an ICC ratepayer I am concerned about
incidents in the city around November 5 regarding the use of fireworks.

This is particularly because of a frightening incident I experienced, and also considering a report in the
Southland Times of a lady having a firework break her window and set her curtains on fire, AND also
speaking to others about similar experiences. I ask that council considers moves to create an
appropriate by−law providing some controls.

I do not want to be a "kill−joy" spoiling other peoples' fun, but I am sure some compromise could be
formulated. Perhaps the setting−off of fireworks could be be limited to November 5 and possibly include just
the weekend closest to the date?

Public firework displays under some organised controls could also be a consideration.

I am aware current controls involve limiting only the days that sales of fireworks can be made.

I am also aware that some people purchase on these days and keep some fireworks to set off at later
celebratory (probably family) occasions. In these instances perhaps permits could be applied for and
issued, as I believe is currently the case regarding lighting bonfires for rubbish disposal.

My own experince this year has involved fireworks being set off over an at least Woweek period − from
various surrounding properties, but still often enough to be disruptive & annoying, and far too constant.

During this period I was one night driving home from a meeting which had finished at 10.30pm. In the street
where I live, I was only two or three houses from my home and therefore not travelling at much speed at all.
I do not 'speed' and had also just turned a corner into the street, plus was slowing as I approached my
home.

Suddenly I was surrounded by a quick series of horrendously loud bangs, totally encompassing my cart
The sound seemed to be travelling down both sides of my car and also rattling and banging across the car
roof.

I hadn't seen fireworks in the street at that time and had absolutely no idea what was happening. It was
VERY frightening' I managed to mentally think 'don't swerve right in case of possibly approaching traffic'
and consequently because of being in the throes of a very scary situation, I actually ended up with my near
front wheel on the footpath. Fortunately I managed to stop before reaching the looming street light.

I then saw fireworks exploding in the sky. At the time I thought they were coming from the back section of
the next street parallel to my right.
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Until I saw these following fireworks I had actually thought for some unreal reason I was being fired upon by
a machine gun! That is what it sounded like. Not a joke, that IS how I felt.

After the initial fright, I was VERY angry, and did a considerable amount of shouting from the middle of the
street, in the dark.

However, following the incident (when with some difficulty I recovered my composure) I felt, and still feel,
that what happened was NOT a deliberate act − for example deliberately aimed at me − but it was still such
an alarming and potentially dangerous situation I just wanted the fireworks to stop. In fact after what had
happened I did not even feel safe standing on the street.

I have now been made aware this must have been a misfired firework, not firing correctly way up in the sky.

Following this, an equally angry neighbour approached from up the street He is a shift worker and had had
his sleep disrupted at this stage over a five to six night period.

We were then joined by another neighbour, who during these several nights had truly thought her dog (kept
inside) was going to have a heart attack, as he had been so utterly distressed over so many nights − and
had reached this state to the same extent every night during these events.

The shift worker neighbour identified the house where the fireworks were being fired from, which was
actually the back section of a property in our street, and not from the next street.

He was y = insistent the young people involved did not set off any more, and they did comply.

I personally did not think the fireworks had always been set off by the same group over consecutive nights,
but that at times had been from other properties. Not everyone agrees with me. However, the end result
was just as upsetting and disruptive.

My neighbour's dog was in a truly terrible state when she returned home, and I later heard the shiftworker's
dogs and other pets had been constantly traumatised throughout this period.

As I said, I am certain no−one was deliberately firing AT anyone, and when a few days later I spoke to the
young people involved, they did listen respectfully, and they are also a group who do not normally cause
any problems of either noise or anything else in the street.

Through fright (I am 70), I had lost my temper on the night, but had no reason to for example 'officially'
complain about them, nor wanted a 'fall out' situation. I do realise that obviously they would not have been
aware of what specifically had happened until I brought it to their attention.

As we have a playground in the street, one suggestion I have made to some neighbours is that in future we
consider having one combined, properly−organised event there.

In some places overseas I have known of large events, local authority−approved, locally organised in large
space areas, and where possible away from housing.

I have spoken to local Fire Brigade officers and they explained what can happen when a firework misfires,
and also said fireworks, are now more powerful and much louder than they used to be. I also checked on
regulations with the police, to be told, as I had suspected, limitations were only placed on WHEN fireworks
could be sold.

On the same week as my experience I later spoke to a night−shift hospital worker who had a firework hit her
car in McQuarrie Street at around 11 pm, on an earlier night. In her case she suspected it had been
deliberately aimed at her car, and like me she also at first thought it was gunshot.

Do we have to tolerate these situations until someone is seriously hurt or some disastrous property damage
situation occurs?

I ask that you y M seriously look at the issue and try to find a resolution considering all. As I said, I do not
wish to spoil the enjoyment factor, but am sure some compromise is advisable and should at the very least
be considered.

I suppose nothing can TOTALLY eliminate mishaps, but considered action would surely reduce the odds.
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Appreciating in advance your attention,

Yours sincerely

J FWhitfield

Page 3 of 3
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE REGULATORY SERVICES COMMITTEE HELD IN
THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,

101 ESK STREET INVERCARGILL ON TUESDAY 18 FEBRUARY 2014 AT 4.00 PM

PRESENT: Cr D J Ludlow − Chairperson
Cr K F Arnold − Deputy Chairperson
Cr R R Amundsen
C r A G Dennis
Cr I R Pottinger

IN ATTENDANCE: Cr L S Thomas
CrR LAbbott
Cr I L Esler
Mrs P M Gare − Director of Environmental and Planning Services
Mr T D Boylan − Planning Manager
Ms L Devery − Senior Planner
Ms C Edgley − Resource Management Officer
Mrs M Short − Corporate Planner
Mr S Tonkin − Building Regulation Services Manager
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

1. APOLOGIES

His Worship the Mayor, Mr T R Shadbolt and Cr G J Sycamore.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that the apologies be
accepted.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

Nil.

3. MONITORING OF SERVICE PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

3.1 Levels of Service

3.1.1 Animal Control

3.1.2 Building Consents

3.1.3 Compliance

3.1.4 Environmental Health

3.1.5 Resource Management

3.1.6 Valuation

Moved Cr Amundsen, seconded Cr Arnold that the report be received.



Cr Abbott requested information on the number of registered dogs that had been
impounded, euthanized or were the subject of an offence. He said it would show
if dog owners were being responsible people. He also requested that the key
underneath the graphs be changed to a bigger font so that it was easier to read.

In response to questions, the following answer was given:

1. The Parking Compliance Team Leader position is currently vacant and an
Officer has had a work place accident and will be off work until early April.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

4.

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

4.1.6

4.1.7

4.1.8

4.1.9

4.1.10

5

MONITORING OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

Directorate Overview

Administration

Animal Control

Environmental Health

Overgrown Sections

Liquor Licensing

Compliance

Building

Resource Management

Valuations

Financial Summary

Moved Cr Pottinger, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

ACTIVITY PLAN/REVIEW

N/A.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES/BYLAWS

N/A.

7. ACTION SHEET

N/A.
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8.

8.1

8.1.1

8.1.2

8.1.3

OTHER BUSINESS

The reports had been circulated.

Report of the Director of Environmental and Planning Services

Proposed Road Names for Private Road

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Pottinger and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that the proposed private road be named
Ferngrove Way as it is the developers' preferred option and meets Council's
naming convention.

Resource Management Hearings Commissioner

Cr Ludlow said he had been asked for this Item to be dealt with under Public
Excluded Session, under Section 48 (1)(d) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987: To enable any local authority holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations
(including commercial and industrial negotiations), Section 7(2)(i).

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Dennis and RESOLVED that Item 8.1.2,
Resource Management Hearings Commissioner, be dealt with under Public
Excluded Session.

Earthquake−Prone Buildings − Amendment Bill 2013

Mr Tonkin took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. My understanding is that when the Council provides a letter to the owner
detailing the strength of the building, that's when the timeframe starts for
building works, rather than waiting for five years. The other way of looking at
it is if the building has a priority, you will probably give them less time from
the date of the letter from the Council.

2. We have not had a moderate earthquake in Invercargill itself, but only in
areas such as Tuatapere.

3. Christchurch had some moderate earthquakes and their buildings stood up
but the one they got was a little more than moderate. It will be tough one for
councils to get their heads around. We've got churches as well as public
halls which will all need to be assessed so it will take some time. If the
Standard changes in the next five years while we are assessing a building,
then that Standard might increase as to what we're assessing.

4. Only a lawyer can answer the question of liability with respect to an
earthquake during the 15 year period and only a Court can give you a ruling.
We are complying with the law with valid reasons for granting any such
extension to a building, then the liability will go back to the owner.

5. We did do a joint submission on the proposed Bill and if possible we want to
do the same on this matter as well.
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Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

8.1.4 Proposed Invercargill City District Plan 2013 − Close of Further
Submissions Period

Ms Devery took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that further submissions be received and be
considered as part of the Hearings Process.

8.1.5 Project Update: Enforcement of ICC Bylaw 200811 Section 5 − Untidy
Sections

Moved Cr Amundsen, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

8.1.6 Draft Local Approved Products Policy

Mrs Gare took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. There is a definition on a place of worship in the District Plan and we would
send a staff member off to have a look as well, if an application was lodged.

2. There has been no request for a Bylaw on brothels and most brothels are a
home occupation.

Cr Amundsen congratulated the team who worked on this Policy for
incorporating all the information needed for it. It was not an easy job and she
thanked them for all their hard work.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that Council adopts the Draft Local Approved
Products Policy and any amendments that may be made by the Gore or
Southland Districts with respect to matters in those districts and the Summary of
Information for the purposes of public consultation with the submission period
being 15 March 2014 until 5.00 pm on 14 April 2014;

AND THAT

Council resolves to join with the Gore and Southland District Councils to create a
Combined Local Approved Products Policy Committee with a membership of six,
made up of two Councillors from each of the three Councils;

AND THAT

Council nominates two Councillors to be on the Committee;

AND THAT

Council resolves to delegate its functions and owners under Sections 66 to 69 of
the Psychoactive Substances Act 2013 to the Combined Local Approved
Products Policy Committee;
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AND THAT

Council resolves to delegate to the Combined Local Approved Products Policy
Committee the power to set its own procedure, quorum and rules relating to the
appointment of a Chairperson or persons;

AND THAT

Council resolves to cover the costs of Council's representatives on the
Combined Local Approved Products Policy Committee, and one third of the
administration or other costs associated with the meetings of the Committee.

Cr Thomas and Cr Arnold asked to be nominated to be members of the
Combined Local Approved Products Policy Committee. There was a question
as to whether Cr Thomas could be open minded due to the fact he had
expressed a lot of passion with regard to psychoactive substances.

Cr Thomas said everybody around the table had an unbiased view with regard to
the substance psychoactive substances, but this was the Policy as a whole and
the Committee would need to discuss what it would be doing in relation to
restricting the sale of psychoactive substances.

Mrs Short said her only query would be the perception of those people coming to
ask for the area to be extended, would they have the perception that there was a
bias.

Cr Thomas said there would be two Councillors from each region on this
Committee so there would be six Councillors making the decisions and not just
him. He said it also had to do with how perception was portrayed and if the
Council felt it was not comfortable with him being a member on this Committee
then so be it.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Amundsen and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that Cr Thomas and Cr Arnold be nominated to be
members of the Combined Local Approved Products Policy Committee.

9. URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.

10. PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that the public be
excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:

(a) Report of the Director of Environmental and Planning Services

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is
excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and
the specific grounds under Section 48 (1)(d) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as
follows:
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General subject
matter of each
matter to be
considered

(a) Derelict
Buildings

(b) Resource
Management
Hearings
Commissioner

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each matter

To enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

To enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Ground(s) under
Section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES COMMITTEE
HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC ADMINISTRATION

BUILDING, 101 ESK STREET, INVERCARGILL ON MONDAY 24 FEBRUARY 2014 AT
4.00 PM

PRESENT: Cr L S Thomas − Chairperson
Cr I R Pottinger − Deputy Chairperson
Cr K F Arnold
Cr I L Esler
Cr P W Kett

IN ATTENDANCE: Mr C A McIntosh − Director of Works and Services
Mr R Pearson − Roading Manager
Mr R Pagan − Parks Manager
Mr P Homer − Building Assets and Southland Museum and Art
Gallery Manager
Mr M Loan − Drainage Manager
Mr A Murray − Water Manager
Mr R Keen − Manager Engineering Services Group
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

APOLOGIES

His Worship the Mayor Mr I R Shadboit and Cr A G Dennis.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Pottinger and RESOLVED that the apologies be
accepted.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

Nil.

3. MONITORING OF SERVICE PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

3.1 Levels of Service

3.1.1 Parks and Reserves

3.1.2 Public Toilets

3.1.3 Roading

3.1.4 Sewerage

3.1.5 Solid Waste Management

3.1.6 Stormwater

3.1.7 Water Supply Activity
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In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. With regard to the explanation on tonnage on Page 27 and 35, I haven't gone
into that relationship detail on tonnages but it's indicating that both the income
and the expenditure were below what we expected.

2. We reduced the budget for the 2013/14 year to $5.00 so that's still above what
we're actually paying.

Cr Thomas said when looking at the tonnages that had gone to the waste to
landfill, there had been a 300 tonne decrease from 2012/2013 to this present
point of time. When looking at the greenwaste there was nearly 300 tonne extra
and the kerbside had increased another 300 tonne. He said the tonnages had
not decreased but there was a significant drop in the income.

Mr Loan said he would look into it and bring a report back to the next Committee
meeting.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Pottinger and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

4. MONITORING OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

4.1 Drainage

4.2 Parks

4.3 Roading

4.4 Solid Waste

4.5 Water

4.6 Financial Summary

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Arnold and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

5. OTHER BUSINESS

5.1 Report of the Director of Works and Services

The reports had been circulated.

5.1.1 Pine Tree Removal − Bluff Road/Bond Street

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. Originally there would've been some sort of view out towards the estuary.
Unfortunately you won't get that now because there's quite a mound out there.



The whole feeling of turning your back on the estuary has changed around
and facing the estuary has changed over the years so it's going to improve the
area by the removal of those trees.

2. We will commercially fell the trees to cover the clean−up operations.

3. This is just the start of the process stage to see what Council thinks about it
and then we'll need to do a letter drop and time will depend on ground
conditions and market. We will try and take advantage of the better market
but as we get nearer to winter, it's quite wet along there so we will have to
determine the best time to take it out. If everything goes to plan it could be
within a few months but certainly within a 12 month period. Once it starts it
would be a small operation using light machinery, so it may go over a couple
of months.

4. The trees will be felled at ground level but there is a huge pile of material in
that area so it will depend on when they can fell and then we will need to do a
tidy up and a covering operation after that. We will be able to put material
over top of it and overtime as more material becomes available, we will cover
it in green waste and eventually plant along the railway boundary on our side
with native vegetation.

5. The area is not a reserve, we're just managing the landfill site area as if it was
part of the reserve. We will talk about the reserve near Stead Street later.
Council will have to decide what happens with this land but currently we're
managing the maintenance of it out of the landfill budget and a piece on the
right hand side of Bond Street will be commercial because I can't see that
ever being required for a reserve.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Kett and RESOLVED that it be RECOMMENDED
to Council that the pine trees on the west side of the Invercargill−Bluff railway line
opposite the landfill site, be removed.

5.1.2 Request for Permission to Camp on Reserves

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answer was given:

When we allow it to happen semi commercially through the Council
resolution, we state that they must abide by all the requirements, Health and
Safety and also the health requirement such as toilets and rubbish removal.
We have to do something for those minor ones as well because we have to
ensure that they are either self−contained or bring facilities along so under the
Reserves Act, we can give that permission and it doesn't state any rules with
it and we will have to create a small application form that includes everything
they take onto a reserve such as rubbish and so on they have to take away.
It also includes toilet facilities which also need to be self−contained.

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Esler and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that delegated authority be given to the Parks
Manager to approve requests from Lessees on Reserve land to allow overnight
stays for special events associated with their activity.



5.1.3 Parks Week − Connect with Nature 2014

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answer was given:

1. We had around 50 people attend last year's one. Each year we've there are
usually large numbers of people walking through the park who are SIT
students walking in the evening. We had to entice them over and tell them
what it's about and they got involved with it as well.

5.1.4 Anderson Park Art Gallery Earthquake Risk

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. There's probably any number of engineers around all with huge commitments
because everyone is trying to get someone in to do their assessment. It took
a while to get to the first stage because of the sheer numbers they are
working on. We have used OPUS for most other Council structures to date.
We used a local engineer for the grandstand because it was all for minor
structures but this is a specialist area so we also have people in connection
with conservation and things like that through San Francisco which they can
call on for restoration type work. They are a big firm and they have that
expertise to call on but they don't come cheap.

2. What used to be the flat is storage now because they've converted into
storage for their paintings. The downstairs kitchen area is used as a meeting
room.

Moved Cr Kett, seconded Cr Esler and RESOLVED that it be RECOMMENDED
to Council that this report be received, with a further report to be provided once a
detailed design of a strengthening scheme for the structure has been received.

5.1.5 Request for Smoke free Cemeteries and Cremation

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Pottinger and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that Council receives the information and considers
making the Cemeteries and Crematorium grounds smokefree at the next review
of the Invercargill City Council Cemeteries and Crematorium Bylaw.

5.1.6 Draft Sports Field Parks and Linkage Reserve Management Plans Naming
and Classification

Mr Pagan took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Esler and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that the suggested classifications in the Schedule
annexed hereto as Appendix 1 be adopted pursuant to Section 16(2A) of the
Reserves Act 1977;

AND THAT



The area of reserve currently known as Bond Street West, Stead Street Wharf
and Geoff Piercy Reserve be collectively named the Steed Street Reserve with
the wharf, beach and walkway being recognised as the Geoff Piercy Promenade.

5.1.7 Deferral of Capital Project: Emergency Water Supply, Insertion of New
Project: Branxton Water Treatment Plan Upgrade

Mr Murray took the meeting through the report.

In response to a question from Cr Kett as how long it would take Venture
Southland's map to be completed, Cr Pottinger said the x−ray is an area x−ray
examination of the whole of Southland. It required a considerable amount of
money around $3 million. The question on how far away it was it could be a long
way away if that funding was not sourced. It was in the interest of a lot of the
territorial authorities around Southland such as Southland District Council,
Environment Southland and the Invercargill City Council and it wascommon−sense

if it was a joint project. It had been on the books of Venture Southland for
a while so the timeframe was unknown. It would be useful for everybody but they
were not sure what the timeframe was. He said it assisted in defining mass and
location and it was an open ended price and $6 million was deferred but that was
the best guess because it depended on how far away the particular source, if it
was found was going to be. He said it was a good idea.

Moved Cr Arnold, seconded Cr Pottinger and RESOLVED that it be
RECOMMENDED to Council that the development of an alternative water supply
originally scheduled over the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 years at a total cost of
approximately $6 million be deferred until after investigation works have been
completed;

AND THAT

Through the Annual Plan process, consultation is undertaken on the utilisation of
the anticipated carry forward budget from the 2013/2014 year for equipment
renewal upgrade at Branxholme, for an overall upgrade in performance of the
Branxholme Water Treatment Plant to be undertaken progressively through into
the 2015/2016 year.

6. URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.

7. PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Cr Arnold said there were three items under Public Excluded Session that she
wanted to draw the Committee's attention to. She was querying the reasons for
going into Public Excluded Session for Items 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4. She said it
appeared that it had suggested that these items were being discussed under
Public Excluded Session because there could be some prejudice or
disadvantage related to negotiations. She noticed that Item 1.1 had only one
party mentioned in the report so there could not be any negotiations there. Item
1.2 relating to Funding Assistance Rate submission was just a submission so
there were no negotiations involved in that. Item 1.4, there had already been a
lot of public notification about the Electrical Power Supply Tender. It had been
boasted in the media last week.
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She asked if the three items should be discussed under Public Excluded Session
and was there a genuine reason for them to be discussed under Public Excluded
Session and if so, were the reasons given, the correct reasons for these items to
be discussed under Public Excluded Session.

Mr McIntosh tabled the Council's Policy which relates to Item 1.4 on how tenders
were handled and took the meeting through it. He said with regard to Item 1.1,
Council could end up in a negotiating situation with other parties, so this is the
opportunity to bring the matters to the Committee and if the Committee looked at
the report and agreed it should be discussed in the public part of the meeting,
than that was the Committee's choice. With respect to the Funding Assistance
Rate matter, there were in effect, future negotiations that would need to be
carried out and the nature of the relationship with them could be affected.

The Committee discussed this matter further and Cr Thomas said if Cr Arnold did
not agree with the three items being discussed under Public Excluded Session
then she could vote against it. it was also agreed that Cr Arnold's concerns on
whether there were other accurate reasons on why matters needed to be
discussed under Public Excluded Session would be deferred to the Finance and
Policy Committee or full Council for further discussion.

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Esler and RESOLVED that the public be
excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:

(a) The report of the Director of Works and Services

Note: Cr Arnold voted against Items 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 being discussed under Public
Excluded Session.

General subject of Reason for passing this Ground(s) under
each matter to be resolution in relation to Section 48(1) for the
considered each matter passing of this

resolution

141 Bond Street

Funding Assistance
Rate Submission

Sale of Land
Queens Drive

Enable any local authority
holding he information to
carry on without
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Enable any local authority
holding he information to
carry on without
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

− 794 Enable any local authority
holding he information to
carry on without
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and industrial
negotiations)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

0



Electric Power Supply
Tender

Enable any local authority
holding he information to
carry on without
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial activities

Section 7(2)(h)

1'
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FINANCE AND POLICY COMMITTEE HELD IN THE
COUNCIL CHAMBER, FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 101 ESK

STREET, INVERCARGILL, ON TUESDAY 25 FEBRUARY 2014 AT 4.00 PM

PRESENT: His Worship the Mayor Mr T R Shadbolt (from 4.02 pm)
Cr N D Boniface − Chairman
Cr G J Sycamore − Deputy Chairman
CrG D Lewis
Cr D J Ludlow
Cr L S Thomas

IN ATTENDANCE: Cr A G Dennis
Cr R R Amundsen
Mr R W King − Chief Executive Officer
Mrs P M Gare − Director of Environmental and Planning Services
Mr D J Johnston − Director of Finance and Corporate Services
Mrs M Short − Corporate Planner
Mr M Manson − Manager Financial Services
Mr S Ridden − Manager Corporate Services
Mr P Casson − Chief Executive Officer − Venture Southland
Ms L Kuresa − Committee Secretary

APOLOGY

Cr R L Abbott and His Worship the Mayor Mr T R Shadbolt for lateness.

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Sycamore and RESOLVED that the apologies
be accepted.

Cr Boniface said the presentation by Chamber of Commerce under Public
Excluded Session would be deferred to the next Committee meeting. He said
there were three late items to be discussed under Public Excluded Session in
relation to Renewal of Licence to Occupy − 2 Deveron Street, Invercargill, Lease
Renewal − 10 Deveron Street, Invercargill and an Interim Report on the Future
of the Scottish Hall.

2. PUBLIC FORUM

Nil.

3. MONITORING OF PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

3.1 Levels of Service 1 July 2013 to 31 December 2013

Moved Cr Ludlow, seconded Cr Lewis that the report be received.

Note: His Worship the Mayor joined the meeting at 4.02 pm.

Mr Casson took the meeting through some main points in the report.
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In response to questions, Mr Casson gave the following answer:

1. Anyone outside their normal environment whether it's for 24 hours is passed
as a tourist to the region, so even if they are coming from Otago/Canterbury
are seen as visitors to the region. We may be able to get a break down with
Tourism New Zealand but there seems to be more of a trend of people
coming back from Australia.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

4. MONITORING OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The report had been circulated.

4.1 Report of the Director of Finance and Corporate Services

4.1.1 Financials to 31 December 2013

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. I doubt if the Urban Rejuvenation key project, Martin Street/Elles Road
development will be completed by this financial year but I would like to think
that it's started.

2. The Inner City Working Group has its first meeting for this year on Monday
10 March.

3. My understanding is that the Committee will assess the various stages as we
go and come up with a plan of action. We will consult the affected parties
and come back to Council with a recommendation on what we do first, so we
are hoping to make a positive start.

Cr Sycamore said there was one small change with regard to the Chief
Executive Officer's Budget. Mr King was not an officer anymore, and it should
be changed to Chief Executive. He said the terminology needed to be correct.

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Lewis and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

5. ACTIVITY PLAN REVIEW

N/A.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES/BYLAWS

N/A.

7. REPORT OF CR NEIL BONIFACE − CHAIRMAN, FINANCE AND POLICY
COMMITTEE

The report had been circulated.



7.1 2014115 Draft Budgets

Cr Boniface took the meeting through the report.

Moved Cr Boniface, seconded Cr Ludlow that it be RECOMMENDED to Council
that the draft budgets and amendments be adopted for inclusion in the Draft
Annual Plan for public consultation at a projected rates increase of 0.43%.

Cr Ludlow said he had a concern that the 0.43% rates increase could leave
Council exposed to some factors but the Annual Plan would be going out for
public consultation. He did not want Council to pre−suppose anything and it was
a result that Council could be reasonably pleased with, but he wanted to see
what people had to say.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

1. Every year Invercargill City Holdings Limited does a budget to see how the
subsidiary companies are performing and the extra income has been
calculated in the financials, and $300,000 has been established as being
available, on top of the $200,000 increase that has already been forecasted
in the budgets.

2. The $300,000 is a sustainable, ongoing dividend funded primarily from
forestry operations.

3. We have $20 million in reserves and some of those reserve funds are set
aside for particular purposes. When you go through the Anderson Park
strengthening, we don't know the cost of that yet. It could $100,000 or
$400,000, but in the Parks Reserve Fund, they have $460,000 sitting there
for buildings. That's for their buildings for an emergency rainy day, so that's
covered off if the cost is in that ballpark. There is a fund that's available for
the Scottish Hall to cover the costs of that in the short term. The earthquake
investigations could come from the business community rather than the
general ratepayer, so that's a question mark. The Kennington Sewerage, we
were caught short with Moores Road and we didn't put money aside for that
but we dealt with it on the spot. We already have a pipeline in place for
Kennington and we are talking about the extra connections to that pipeline.
Its $500,000 or $1 million. It was a loan taken out over a 20 year period and
all the ratepayers who pay the sewerage rate will pay that.

4. There is already a budget that has been there for the last ten years to look at
alternative water supplies and it's never been done or used. We've now had
a report from our Water Engineer to say that there is some urgent work that
has to be done at Branxholme and that's been allowed for in the budget.

5. If you set up a general fund for no purpose then the ratepayer will challenge
it.

His Worship the Mayor said it was a difficult issue and why should future
ratepayers pay for decisions that had been made regarding the Scottish Hall for
example, well before they came on the scene, so it could cut both ways in terms
of what was fair and what's not fair. He liked the idea of setting up a small
fighting fund but Council should be ecstatic about the result. He said in the
news last night Christchurch's rates increase would be over 6% and that was on
top of everything that was going on.
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Council was in a relatively fortunate position and the reason why Councillors got
a bit edgy when working through the figures, was they did not seem to be
identical lines of information, the different projects and it seemed there were so
many matching lines in the financials.

Cr Boniface said he had received some queries regarding the Animal Control
fees and it was prudent to put out a press release explaining where the costs
related to and what sort of service Council would be providing in future.

Mrs Short said she was of the understanding that a press release had already
gone out on this matter.

In response to a question from His Worship the Mayor as to whether the Auditor
General would agree with Council having a fund for possible future earthquake
prone buildings, Cr Boniface said if Council set up a general fund for no purpose,
the ratepayers could challenge that through the Auditor General. It could be
more acceptable to the Auditor General if Council had a purpose for putting
funds aside for a particular purpose.

After further discussions on earthquake prone buildings, the Committee
requested a report from Mr Homer on earthquake prone building strengthening.

The motion, now being put, was RESOLVED in the affirmative.

8. OTHER BUSINESS

8.1 Report of the Director of Finance and Corporate Services

8.1.1 Annual Plan − Working Draft

Mrs Short took the meeting through the report.

In response to questions, the following answers were given:

Building Control is now with the shared service. What we are doing is trying
to have shared set of fees across the three councils in Southland. That will
change the way we set some of our fees. We feel that the leverage which is
similar to what Gore does for residential buildings is working well. You will
see on Page 120 for example, we have created some new fees. For
example amendments for residential and amendments for commercial, so
with our current fee structure to cope with some of the unique situations
we've had and we've created some additional fees to smooth those out.
Overall the community have accepted the change with very few complaints
and in building we now have a new fee which is on Page 121, Property File
Retrieval. If you come to the counter and request to look a file, you will have
to pay $5.00 to get your property file because we spend a lot of time going
down to the basement getting files for someone to view free of charge.
When files are retrieved staff have to remove the confidential parts of it
before it can be viewed. It won't cover the cost of that service but at least it's
a contribution.

2. I couldn't tell you what a probationary dog owner is, but I will find out and
advise Councillors.
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3. If you are a new dog owner you will pay a standard fee which is $90.00.
Once you've had that for two years you can have a $60.00 fee to become a
responsible owner which will involve a visit to your property or a
questionnaire to ensure you have an understanding of your responsibilities
and where you can have dogs off leads and that sort of thing and then you
will become a responsible owner.

4. We don't transport a horse. We create a temporary pound for the horse.
That gives us the authority to put the horse into the closest paddock and put
a sign on that property that this is now a temporary pound.

5. We haven't used the excessive noise direction and as you can see the fee is
$500.00 and $750.00 so we're reducing the fee for seized equipment and
they will receive an enforcement notice.

6. I believe the off−peak service for the bus service is 9.00 am to 2.30 pm and it
will need to be included in that section.

7. The $60.00 covers the cost of someone going to your property and
inspecting it, having a conversation with you and answering questions in
relation to being a responsible dog owner.

8. With regard to the new Cat Bylaw there are no fees for having a cat. If
someone is creating nuisance then the Bylaw kicks in and a letter will be sent
out for that person to reduce their cats down to three. If they don't we can go
to the District Court and then there's fees awarded which is set by the District
Court.

9. The principle is that, probably the good dog owners end up paying a bit more
than they should. The ones that exacerbate the problem are the ones that
are not paying. In reality the new service that's been proposed by
Mr Youngson and Mrs Gare is to educate and get to those dogs and their
owners who are causing the problems. That's where the heavy regulatory
side of it will come into effect.

10. You will see that those dog control infringements are all set by legislation so
they are common right throughout the country.

Moved Cr Thomas, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the report be
received.

9. URGENT BUSINESS

Nil.

10. COUNCIL IN PUBLIC EXCLUDED SESSION

Moved Cr Sycamore, seconded Cr Ludlow and RESOLVED that the public be
excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:

(a) Report of the Director of Finance and Corporate Services
(b) Report of the Chief Executive
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The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded,
the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific
grounds under Section 48(1)(d) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:

General subject of
each matter to be
considered

(a) Lease Renewal
− 10 Deveron
Street,
Invercargill

Renewal
Licence
Occupy
2 Deveron
Street,
Invercargill

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each matter

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

of Enable any local
to authority holding the
− information to carry on,

without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

(b) Interim Report
− Future of
Scottish Hall

Enable any local
authority holding the
information to carry on,
without prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations (including
commercial and
industrial negotiations)

Ground(s) under
Section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)

Section 7(2)(i)
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